
Domino
Mixed Bill Counter, Sorter & Reader

A retail-ready solution for counting and sorting the cash your business generates, the Kolibri Domino
will ensure your cash counts are correct while vastly improving productivity. Unlike most money counters, 
the Domino is able to read cash as it's fed through and automatically determine what denomination it 
is ($1, $2, $5, $10, $20, $50 and $100 bills). Count down a mixed stack of bills with the total monetary 
value clearly displayed and print the detailed report to speed up closing out tills. 

Kolibri Domino
Mixed Bill Counter, Sorter & Reader

Count and Calculate

1.67Minutes!

2,000 Bills in just

Automatically Sorts Mixed Bills
Sort mode stops and alerts each time there 
is a change in denomination. Dramatically 
reduce the time needed to setup tills or 
prepare for bank deposits!

Easy for Anyone to Use
Friendly touchscreen interface and intuitive 
controls allow quick access and mastery of 
each of the modes.

Protects Against Counterfeits
Ultraviolet, infrared, CIS and magnetic 
detection systems ensure bills are authentic— 
far more accurately than any pen or light!

Faster, More Accurate Counting
Advanced bill reading system can both count 
and calculate the total value of a mixed stack 
of bills in no time!
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Automatically reads cash as it passes to count
and sort based on value—  unlike simple bill
counters which cannot determine denomination
and value.

Multiple modes for all your business’ money
counting needs: Mixed Denomination, Sort, Batch,
Add and Count. Face and Orientation modes
ensure cash is all facing the needed direction.

Protects your business from counterfeits. Domino
includes ultraviolet, infrared, CIS and magnetic 
counterfeit detection to ensure all collected cash 
is authentic.

Stops and alerts for any issues. Whether it’s a $5
in a stack of all $20s, or a suspected counterfeit, 
the Domino will stop the count with a clear alert.

Easy-to-use touch-screen controls simplify this 
advanced cash counting system with a quick and
approachable user interface.

Modes:
Counterfeit Detection:
Counting Speed:
Hopper Capacity:
Stacker Capacity:
Size:
Weight:
Display:
Interface:
Power Supply:
Banknote Size Range:

Mix, Sort, Count, Face, Orientation, Add, Batch
Ultraviolet, Magnetic, Infrared, Color Image Sensor
800/1,000/1,200 Bills per minute
600 Bills (Uncirculated)
250 Bills (Uncirculated)
10.5” x 9.5” x 11.0”
14 lbs. (6.4 kg)
3.2” LCD Touch Screen
RJ-11, RJ-45, RS-232, USB
110-240V, 50.60Hz
120mm x 60mm to 180mm x 90mm

Specifications:


